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A CORRELATION OF LOW-SPEED, AIRFOIL-SECTION

SI!AIJLINGCHARACTERISTICS WITH REYNOLDS

NUMBER AND AIRFOIL GECMEITH

By Donald E. Gault

The low-speed stalltig characteristics of a large number of airfoil
sections have been correlated with Reynolds number and a single air~oil
ordinate near the leading edge as the correlating parameters. The corre-
lation is appropriate only to airfoils without high-ldft devices in flows
of very low turbulence and tith aercdymamically smooth surfaces.

INTRODUCTION

It is often of interest, from consideration of wing design and
analysis of related aerodynamic data, to bow the effects of variables
such as Reynolds number and airfoil geometry on the low-speed stalling
characteristics of airfoil sections. Toward this end, there is presented
,hereina correlation which has been detised between the stalling charac-
teristics of airfoil sections and (as the independent variables) Reynolds
number and a simple geometric measurement from an airfoil. The correlaticm
is restricted to airfoils without high-lift devices and to airfoih with
aerodynamically smooth surfaces. Experimental force and moment data for
approximately 1~0 airfoils are employed to form the correlation and, h
order to eliminate the influence of stream turbulence insofar as possible,
the data are limited to measurements obtained in the two-dimensional.,low-
turbulence wtnd-tunnel facilities of the NACA (see ref.1).

GENERAL CCKZDERATICINS

Classification of Stall

Reference 2 describes three types of stalll for airfoil sections at
low speed. The three types are:

~Reference 2 defines ‘S&II-n as the flw condition which follows the
first lift-curve peak.
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1. Trailing-edge stall (precededby the movement
turbulent boundary-layer separation forward
edge with increasing angle of attack),

2. Leading-edge stall (an abrupt flow separation
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.
of the point of
from the trailing “u

of the Laminar
boundary layer near the leading edge, generally without
subsequent flow reattachment).

3. Thin-airfoil sta3J.(precededby flow separation from the leading
edge with reattachment at a point along the chord wM.ch moves
progressively downstream tith increasing angle of attack).

It is inferred in reference 2 that the stall of any airfoil section can
be described either by the characteristics of one of the types entirely
or by a combination of the characteristics of two of the types. The cor-
relation presented herein is based m.this inference and considers four
types of stall, the three ‘pure” types and a fourth t~e w%ich, as dis-
cussed in reference 2, combines the characteristics of the trailing-edge
and leading-edge stalls.

Sources of Data

References 1 and 3 to 13 present force and moment data for a~roxi-
mately 1~0 different airfoil sections over a range of Reynolds numbers
from 0.7 to 25.OXl@. All the data, as mentioned previously, were
obtained in the two-dimensimal, low-turbulencewind-tunnel facilities
of the NACA. With the use of data for cambered airfoils at negative
angles of attack (but restricting the data to airfoils without high-
lift devices and to airfoils with aerodynamically smooth surfaces), the
reference material provides force and moment variations for a~roximately
700 stalls (approximately260 different airfoil shapes).

Procedure for Classifying Stalling Characteristics

zrypica lift, drag, andpitch~g-

I

moment variations (as well as boundary-
layer and pressure-distributionmeasure-
ments) are presented in reference 2 for
each of the pure types of stalJ-. These

%
9 illustrative data served as standards
: for classifying the stalling character-

istics of the airfoils in references
1 and 3 to 13 for the correlation. AS~

z shown in the accompanying sketch, the
most significant characteristics for
the various stalls were considered to
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Trailing-edge stall - gzadual and continuous force and mment
variations and, in particular, a we~-rounded lift-curve peak.

Leading-edge stall - little or no change in lift-curve slope
prior to maximum lift and sm abrupt, often large, decrease
in ld.ft after ma~ 13ft is attained.

Thin-airfoil stdd. - a rounded lift-curve pesk, generally
preceded by a discontinuous force and moment variation for
airfoils with a rounded leading edge (see discussion in
ref. 2).

Combined trailing-edge and leading-edge stall - either a
semirounded or-relatively sharp lift-curve peak and followed
by either an abrupt or relatively rapid decrease in lift
(i.e., characteristics which are not typical for the first
two pure types).

More detailed discussions of the force and moment variations for the
stalls are given in reference 2.

Airfoil-Geometry Parameter Employed in Correlation

The geometric measurement from an airfoil section which is used to
form the correlation presented herein is the upper-surface ordinate of*
an airfoil at the O.012~-chord station, measured from the chord line as
illustrated in the sketch. By definition, the “upper-surface” ordinate

‘ i“

[

Ordinate for positive
angles of attack

/
—/ Aim\\\\\\\\\

4X “ ‘0.0125 Chord
dinate for negative

angles of attack

for the stall of cambered airfoils at negative angles of attack is, of
course, the lower-surface ordinate. Some degree of correlation is also
passible tith the use of other ordinates from between the 0.0075- sad
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O.0~-chord stations. The 0.0125-chord-stationordinate was selected,
however, because it ie the standard-ordinate station which gives the
most distinct correlation. Tabulated values of the 0.0125-chord-station
ordinates for various NACA airfoils are presented as table 1.

RESULTS ANIlDISCUSSION OF CORREL!VTION

The correlation of stalling characteristics is presented in
figure 1. Due to the bulk of the measurements for Reynolds numbers of
3.0, 6.o, and 9.OXl.0$the symbols for these data have been scattered about
about their respective values of Reynolds number for reasons of clarity.
Although 3.6 is the maximum value shown in the figure for the upper-
surface ordinate, there are eight airfoil sections from the reference
material with larger values. These data have been”omftted in order to
permit the use of a large scale factor in the figure. The stalling
characteristics of these airfoils are of the trailing-edge type with
one exception. For positive angles of attack the NACA 23018 proffle
has an upper-surface ordinate of 4.09 but, in disagreement with the
general correlation, seems to exhibit the characteristics of the com-
bined type of stall (Reyaolds numbers of 3.0, 6.o, and 9KlJX). W
contrast, the stall for this airfoil section for negative angles of
attack is in a~eement tith the correlation (ordinate, 1.83; Reynolds
number, 6XJ.OS; combined type of stall). This inconsistent behavior is
also true for the N/KM 23012 and 23015 airfoil sections (note the leading-
edge and combined type stalls shown in the figure for values of the
ordinate of 2.67 and 3.34, respectively). These three NACA 230-series A
profiles are the only airfoil sections of those investigated whose
stalling characteristics are considered to be definitely inconsistent
with the general results of the correlation. ““It is possible, however, +

that the stalls of these airfoils were preceded by an extremely rapid
forward pro~ession of the position of turbulent boundary-layer separa-
tion (i.e., a trailing-edge type of stall) and as such would agree with
the correlation. This being a possibility illustrates that the decisions
as to the types of stall are arbitrary for some cases and umcertain for
a few cases. The inconsistent results for the NACA 230-series of airfoils,
therefore, serve to emphasize the limitations and qualitative nature of
the analysis presented herein.

The boundaries between what are considered the three fundamental
types of stall are reasonably distinct, particularly between the leading-
edge and thin-airfoil types of stall.which are inherent to the thinner
airfoils of current interest and applications. The boundaries for the
combined type of stall are also fairly well defined and, as might be
expected, the region encompassed by its boundaries lies on both sides of
the boundary which separates the leading-edge and trailing-edge types of
stall. There are, therefore, five regions defined in figure 1: (1) a
region for only the thin-airfoil stall; (2) a region for only the
leading-edge stall; (3) a region in which both the leading-edge stall
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and the combined type of stall occur; (4) a region in which both the
*4 trailing-edge stall and the combined type of stall occur; and (5) a region

for only the trailing-edge stall. The combined type of stall is,
effectively, a transitiona& type which either may or may not occur when
the thickness ratio of a given family of atifoils is decreased so that
the type of stall changes from a trailing-edge to a leading-edge type
of Sta!l.1..

Some trends indicated by the results of the correlation shown in
figure 1 are worth noting. For Reynolds numbers less than about 10s
the data indicate that the leading-edge and combined types of stsll do
not occur and, moreover, the thin-atifoil stall tends to occur for
thicker or more highly cambered airfoils as the Reynolds number decreases.
This would seem to be a logical trend; any reduction in Reynolds number
to very low values would tend to delay the occurrence of transition
from laminar to turbulent flow in the boundary layer. This, in turn,
should lead to more etiensive regions of separated laminar flow which
would faver the prominence of the thin-airfoil stall at the expense of
the l-ding-edge stall. This line of reason@ suggests that an
increase in the Reynolds number should hasten the occurrence of transi-
tion and should either preclude or greatly reduce any extents of se~ated
laminar flow. This, in turn, would tend to eliminate or at least lessen
the occurrences of leading-edge and thin-airfoil.stall with the resultant
predomhance of the trailing-edge type of stall. The results in the
figure are consistent with such reasoning for Reynolds numbers between
106 and 107; the available data for higher values of Reynolds number are
meager, however, and the trends are by no means conclusive.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Since the phenomena of stalling sre inseparably related to the
behavior of the boundary-layer flow, there is some physical basis for
a correlation between stalling characteristics and Reynolds number.
However, the relationship between stalling characteristics and an upper-
surface ordinate near the leading edges of airfoils has no apparent
physical significance. The degree of correlation obtained, therefore, is
surprising and would seem to be a fortuitous result from strictly an
empirical approach to the problem of stalling. Jn this connection it is
to be emphasized that the decisions as to the types of stall.were admit-
tedly arbitrary for so?qecases and in a few cases uncertain. The prti-
cipal justification for the correlation is its simplicity snd the
reasonable distinctness of the boundaries dividing the three pure types
of stall.

*

t
Ames Aeronautical Laboratory

National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics
Moffett Field, Cali.f.,Jan. 7, 1957
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TABLE I.- UPPER-SURFACE ORDINATES AT TKE 0.0125-GH~ STATION FOR
b

VARIOUS NACA AIRFOIL ”SECTICNS

NAC!A
airfoil
series

Ooxx
24XX
44XX

230xx
16-OXX
63-OXX
63-2xx
63-4m
64-OXX
64+xx
64-4xx
65-OXX
;;-zu&

66:OXX
66-2m
66-4xx
63Aon
64AOXX
65AOXX

o
0

.12

.25

.36
0
0

.11

.21
0
.I.l
.21

0
.11
.21

0
.11
.21

0
0
0

6
~
1.11
1.25
1.42

.65
*77
.89

1.02
● 75
.88

1.01
.72
.84
● 97
.69
.81
● 93
.75
.74
.72

8
~

.
---
---
---
---
---
---

1.01
1.14

---
● 95
---
---
.92
---
---

1.00
.98
● 95

Thickness mtio,
mrcent chord.

9 10
1.42 1.X
1.62 1.78
1.81 ---
2.02 ---
.97 ---

1.15 1.27
1.29 1.41
1.44 ---
1.13 1.25
1.26 1.40
1.41 ---
1*O6 1.17
1.19 1.30
1.32 1.47
1.03 1.14
1.16 1.28
1.30 ---
--- 1.25
--- 1.23
--- 1.18

12

m
2.15
2.44
2.67
1.29
1.52
1.69
1.85
1.49
1.65
1.83
1.39
1.54
1.70
1.36
1.51
1.67
1.49
1.46
1.41

15

~
2.71
3.07
3.34
1.61
1.88
2.08
2.30
1.84
2.03
2.25
1.70
1.88
2.07
1.67
1.85
2.03
1.84
1.81
1.75

18
a
3.28
3.76
4.09
1.94
2.22
2.46
2.76
2.18
2.49
2.70
2.01
2.21
2.43
1.95
2.15
2.36
---
---
---

21

3.31
3.87
4.45
4.87
2.26
2.53
2.78
3.10
2.52
2.77
3.ti
2.30
2.54
2.78
2.24
2.46
2.68
---
---
---

24

3*95
4.44
5.20
5.65

---
---
---
---
---
---
---
---
---
---
- --
---
---
---
-- -
---

‘%

–4
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and trailing-edge stall
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Upper-surface ordinate at 0.0125 chord, percent chord

IW3= l.- The low-speed stalling characteristics of airfoil sections
correlated with Reynolds number and the upper-surface ordinates of
the airfoil secticms at the O.0125-chord station.

NACA - Lm@ey ~iel~ Va.


